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The oligochaetes (Oligochaeta) comprise one of the two classes of the subphylum Clitellata in the phylum Annelida, which occupies a central position among all of the Trochozoa. To this class belong the polymeric Annelida which are characterized by a considerable reduction of the gills and parapodia, from which only a limited number of setae are retained, by the grouping of the reproductive organs in a few segments in the anterior part of the body, by the segmental positioning of the male gonads always anteriorly to the segments with the female
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gonads, by the occurrence of the funnels of the gonoducts independently of the nephridial funnels, and by the homogeneous character of the secondary body cavity (coelom), which retains the primitive homonomous metameric structure typical of the hypothetic prototype of the Annelida.

The problem of the origin of the Oligochaeta, which are known in the fossil state from as far back as the Upper Ordovician (Bather, 1920), and the evolution of these forms has for a long time been a focus of interest of all the zoologists who have been concerned with this group of animals. There has never been any doubt in principle concerning the relationship of the Oligochaeta with the primitive Polychaeta, but the views on this subject put forward by various researchers have often been quite erroneous. Eisig (1887) considered representatives of the family Capitellidae (Polychaeta Sedentaria) as being ancestors of the Oligochaeta. In support of his thesis, however, he provided very few convincing data, which have nevertheless been taken into consideration by certain zoologists, as was mentioned by Fedotov (1966). To wit, Eisig (1887) calls attention only to some apparent similarity in the anatomical structure of certain organs (nephridia, coelomoducts) that appears between representatives of the Capitellidae and the families Lumbricidae, Aeolosomatidae and Naididae. Similarly completely unjustified was the derivation of the Oligochaeta from the family Eunicidae (Polychaeta Errantia) (Meyer, 1926, 1929). The latter author called attention to a certain similarity of the nephrostomes appearing between representatives of the genus Tomopteris Eschscholtz (presently family Tomopteridae) and the lumbricids sensu lato. Meyer (1926, 1929)
considered this as sufficient evidence for deriving the families Lumbricidae and Megascolecidae, and together with the latter all of the remaining Oligochaeta, from the Polychaeta Errantia. This view was also accepted by Kuźnicki and Urbanek (1967), who considered the Polychaeta Errantia as the central group within the Annelida. In his examination of the problem of oligomerization and polymerization of homologous organs in the Annelida Dogel' (1954) considered that one may discern within this group the ancestors of not only the Oligochaeta but also of the Polychaeta Sedentaria. It may be that the Archiannelida, whose structure shows many primitive features (e.g. the occurrence of homonomous segmentation, the lack of distinct ganglia in the nervous system, the occurrence of a ciliated epithelium and the weak development of the parapodia), should be acknowledged as the most primitive group of the Annelida. There is no lack of views, however, that the structural simplicity of the Archiannelida arose as the result of a secondary simplification of various forms of polyphyletic origin (Gerlach, 1967). It is generally accepted that this is a group which is related to a considerable degree with the Polychaeta, within which it is sometimes considered as a separate subclass (Marinov, 1977). In general, however, the indistinct phylogeny and systematic position of this group within the class is emphasized (Sveshnikov, 1966; Hermans, 1969; Bubko, 1973), mainly on account of the differences occurring in the development of these animals. According to Reisinger (1925) the Archiannelida are related to the Oligochaeta by way of the Aeolosomatidae, manifesting a close relationship to
Parergodrilus heideri Reisinger (Parergodrilidae). On the other hand Stephenson (1930) considered that there was no sense in deriving the Oligochaeta from the Archiannelida, since the latter is a quite artificial group. In spite of the fact that he placed the Oligochaeta close to the Archiannelida, Michaelsen (1919, 1920) left completely open the question of the origin of these animals. In the opinion of Stephenson (1930) the development of the Oligochaeta was initiated under conditions of adaptation to life in desalinated, strongly silted, small and shallow flooded areas and estuaries. Adaptation to life in such an environment led to the development of hermaphroditism and the formation of egg cocoons, protecting the developing embryos in bodies of water that tended to dry up. Basing herself on earlier views put forward by Michaelsen (1929) Chekanovskaya (1962) argues in favour of the concept of a polyphyletic origin of the Oligochaeta. According to this concept some of the primitive Oligochaeta (Aeolosomatidae, Naididae) are derived from forms closely related to some of the contemporary Archiannelida, giving rise to the Enchytraeidae, Tubificidae and Phreodrilidae, while forms related to representatives of the family Haplotaxidae originated from Polychaeta with an elongated body, with reduced parapodia and without natatorial setae. This view was not shared by Shurova (1980), who called attention to the fact that the morphological and anatomical similarities among various groups of the Oligochaeta are much greater than within any group of the Polychaeta. In drawing up his phylogenetic tree of the Metazoa and subjecting to criticism all of the views concerning this question which existed up till then, Hadži (1963) placed the Oligochaeta
on a branch extending from the Myzostomidea and Polychaeta, from which he also derives the Echiuroidea.

The elaboration of a convincing concept of the origin of the Oligochaeta and the tracing of their evolutionary development are undoubtedly made very difficult not only by the scanty knowledge of fossil remains of this group of invertebrates, but also by the occurrence of a serious gap in studies on the development and function of some individual internal organs of these animals. The underestimation or outright disregard by most investigators of the principles of comparative anatomy and of the functional analysis of the role of different organs in the course of development has led in substance to the acknowledgement of a direct origin of the Oligochaeta from the Polychaeta as a binding principle in the systematics of the Annelida. In large measure this principle also results from the generally accepted concept of a marine origin of all of the invertebrates, and hence also of the Oligochaeta, which, on their way to elaborating capacities for morphological and anatomical adaptations, passed through estuaries into fresh waters and then colonized terrestrial habitats. Such an evolutionary trend, which is more or less distinctly evident in various groups of invertebrates (eg. the Mollusca), is not at all so obvious in the case of the Oligochaeta (Brinkhurst, 1971). The considerable differences in the structure of the body occurring between the Polychaeta and the Oligochaeta have been ascribed until now mainly to the development of hermaphroditism in the Oligochaeta. For a long time it was considered that the only type of reproduction of the Oligochaeta is alternating (reciprocal) crossing of hermaphroditic
individuals, with a complete lack or only exceptional occurrence of parthenogenesis caused, for example, by the development of parasites (Muldal, 1952). A consequence of the amphimixis of hermaphroditic individuals was the elaboration of a considerable variability in the methods of reproduction within the Oligochaeta (Reynolds, 1974). Parthenogenesis, whose occurrence in the Oligochaeta was first described by Gavrilov (1935, 1939) and Kobayashi (1937), has been found to be a much more frequently encountered phenomenon, especially in terrestrial forms, than was postulated by Muldal (1952), and the sterility of the male gonads may develop in different ways (Gates, 1972). At the present time, however, there are no data concerning the role played by the different types of reproduction in the course of particular trends in the evolution of this group of animals. This was also emphasized by Brinkhurst (1971), who drew attention to the lack of convincing evidence for the existence of an evolutionary value of the adaptive modifications resulting from the hermaphroditism or the separation of the sexes in the Annelida. In his consideration of the problem of the origin of the Oligochaeta the latter author refers to the dynamic theory of the development of the secondary body cavity and of the segmentation presented by Clark (1964), who criticized the enterocoel theory of the Hertwigs (O. Hertwig and R. Hertwig, 1882), according to which the secondary body cavity arose from outpocketings of the gastrovascular cavity of the Coelenterata. Clark (1964) noted that this theory does not define any adaptive advantages resulting from the fact of the appearance of a system of separate secondary body cavities after their separation from the primitive
gut. In his opinion, the original significance of this organ depended mainly on the locomotory function, which is of fundamental significance in the development of all of the Bilateria. The coelom, which is always filled with fluid, gives a definite form to the animal and, cooperating closely with the musculature, to which aspect Livanov (1955) had earlier drawn attention, it allows for locomotion (swimming, crawling, burrowing). Because of the importance of this function and its evolution in different animals, Clark (1964) even considered that, as a result of the influence of the same adaptive factors, the coelom could probably have arisen quite independently in different groups of the Acoelomata with a soft elastic body. According to Clark (1964) the primitive Annelida, or first Coelomata, resembled the Polychaeta with regard to the structure of the reproductive system, but were more closely related to the present Oligochaeta with regard to the structure of the remaining internal systems. According to Brinkhurst (1971) the progressive evolution of these hypothetical primitive Annelida proceeded in two directions, of which one led to the development of forms which crawled on and penetrated into the substrate, while the other led to swimming forms. The main process of this progressive evolution was the development, through the increase in motility of the individual forms, of new functional differentiations, such as, for example, a strongly muscled dermomuscular sac, parapodia and morphologically differentiated setae, and more highly specialized reproductive organs. One cannot exclude the possibility that among the ancestors of the contemporary Oligochaeta and Polychaeta there occurred a parallel evolution of crawling and
swimming forms, which through a gradual stabilization of the new functional adaptations led to the colonization by these animals of the subterranean environment (interstitial and ground waters) and then later of the terrestrial environment. This also made possible the occupation of the freshwater environment by the Polychaeta (contemporary Troglochaetus bernacki (Delachaux), Hypania invalida (Grube) and Manayunkia caspica (Annenkova)), and of the bottom of seas and oceans by the Oligochaeta (Tubificidae: Phallodrilinae). There is no doubt that this evolutionary process was also made possible by the progressive changes in development, which involved in the ancestors of the Clitellata a cessation of the production of small eggs with little yolk, as formed by the primitive Polychaeta, and the development of large eggs with large amounts of yolk, which could develop further with the omission of larval stages. This characteristic preadaptation made it possible for marine animals to colonize freshwater and terrestrial environments (Kuźnicki and Urbanek, 1970). Not until a later stage in the evolution of the Clitellata did the amount of yolk in the eggs decrease and there developed feeding of the embryo on protein contained in the egg cocoon. This phenomenon, which arose independently in the Oligochaeta and the higher Hirudinea, permitted better adaptation for colonization of the terrestrial environment, and is not an evolutionary regression (Ivanova-Kazas, 1977a) but only an improvement in the embryogenesis, as has already been mentioned by Stephenson (1930).

The evolution of the Oligochaeta was considerably influenced in particular by the colonization by these animals
of the soil, which in a certain sense is an intermediate environment between bodies of water and terrestrial habitats (Gilyarov, 1949a, 1949b). The colonization of the soil environment permitted the evolution of the Oligochaeta to be directed along new pathways on account of the considerable possibilities of differentiation of the food, which is confirmed, inter alia, by a detailed analysis of the morphology and feeding methods of the contemporary Lumbricidae. The lack of particular generic features in the Lumbricidae is the result of the course of the basic direction of evolution of these animals, which proceeded along the path of a transition from feeding on soil humus to the consumption of plant remains on the surface of the soil. In connection with this, in species representing various genera there are present different adaptive features associated with the way of life and type of food consumed, which have led to the development of the various morphologico-ecological groups of species (Perel, 1979).

Basing himself on Clark's (1964) theory, Brinkhurst (1971) was undoubtedly the first to draw attention to the development of the locomotory function of the coelom as a very important factor in the evolution of the Oligochaeta, as in the other Coelomata, permitting these animals to occupy new habitats. At the same time he related this to the mode of origin of the coelom in the phylogenetic process as an especially important problem in the evolutionary morphology of animals. However, reducing the principal and original role of the coelom exclusively to a locomotory function seems debatable, as has also been emphasized by Kuźnicki and Urbanek (1967). Initially the coelom undoubtedly fulfilled various functions,
being, for example, a medium which provides precise and constant physiological conditions for the proper functioning of many internal organs. It was not until later that the coelom, or indeed some of its parts, began to become specialized as a locomotory organ. Initially, therefore, the coelom was a polyfunctional organ, which arose from the aggregate of the kinetic activities of the organism (Sveshnikov, 1966), and only its subsequent evolution led to the intensification of one of its several functions. One may therefore acknowledge that all of the other theories of origin of the coelom (Hatschek's (1878) gonocoel theory, Goette's (1884) schizocoel theory, Ziegler's (1898) nephrocoel theory and Livanov's (1955) myocoel theory) are valid to a certain degree and only indicate the complex function of the coelom (Sveshnikov, 1966). It should be remembered, however, that in the Annelida, as in the Mollusca, there is no enterocoelic origin of the coelom, which is formed in a schizocoelic fashion by the moving apart of cells in the mesodermal bands (Beklemishev, 1957).

Closely related with the evolution of the coelom and its kinetic function is the development of the metamerism, i.e. the formation of homologous parts arranged along the long axis of the body (Beklemishev, 1957; Clark, 1964) of all of the Annelida, and hence also of the Oligochaeta (Zenkevich, 1944). The development of metamerism, which Beklemishev (1957) considered as a special type of symmetry (the so-called "progressive symmetry"), indicates a clear relationship of the Oligochaeta and Polychaeta. The external metamerism of the Oligochaeta retains a high degree of homonomy, and hence is
as in the primitive Annelida (e.g., the Polychaeta Errantia) which appear morphologically as homonomously metameric animals. The Oligochaeta are characterized by a well-marked primary heteronomy, which is expressed in the structural dissimilarity of the postlarval and larval segments, discovered in these animals by Ivanov (Ivanoff, 1928; Ivanov, 1944). The larval segments of the Oligochaeta and Polychaeta manifest the same structural features. In these segments, whose primitive number is seven in all of the Oligochaeta, there is no chloragogen tissue, no gonads and no nephridia, and the ganglia of the ventral nerve cord manifest a tendency to fusion. In some forms (e.g., in many species of the family Naididae) there are no septa in the larval segments, and the coelom does not display metamerism (Beklemishev, 1957). In comparison with the Polychaeta Sedentaria, however, the secondary heteronomy is considerably more weakly expressed in the Oligochaeta, consisting mainly of the concentration of the reproductive organs in a few segments, the differentiation of the clitellum in the sexually mature forms and the cephalization which is expressed by the lack of setae on segment I and by the fusion of segment I with the prostomium or with several of the anterior segments of the body (segments II-IV) (Branchiobdellidae). A characteristic feature of the Oligochaeta and Polychaeta as polymeric Annelida is their specific method of regeneration, depending on the fact that, regardless of how many segments are cut off, it is always only the larval segments which regenerate. In the case of the Oligochaeta the differences between the larval and postlarval segments are distinctly diminished after regeneration (Beklemishev, 1957).
As in the case of the sexual reproduction of the Annelida, there is, in my opinion, no evidence for an evolutionary significance for the widespread occurrence of asexual reproduction in the lower Oligochaeta and the formation of linear colonies, which are formed not by the segments but by multi-segmented individuals. The linear colonies of the Oligochaeta, which, as in the Polychaeta, result from the rate of the continuously occurring divisions lagging behind the growth of the individual in length and the rate of formation of the regeneration zones, are short-lived, with a weakly marked colonial individuality and only comparatively rarely lead to the formation of more complex forms (Baklemishev, 1957). Among both the Polychaeta and the Oligochaeta, together with the complex methods of division (e.g., paratomy of the "Stylaria" type or "Nais" type), there are also found more primitive divisions, resembling autotomy. One must suppose that asexual reproduction arose quite independently within different families of the Oligochaeta and Polychaeta and is a secondary phenomenon, whose evolution proceeded along the pattern: autotomy - architomy - paratomy (Ivanova-Kazas, 1977b).

The problem of the precise determination of the time of origin of the Oligochaeta has not been definitively resolved up to the present day. The dating of the beginnings of the evolution of the Oligochaeta and of its most important stages is based on various assumptions. A more credible hypothesis on this subject, in which in many places can be seen the clear influence of earlier studies by Michaelsen (1922, 1928), Černosvitov (1936) and Omodeo (1963), has been presented by Timm (1980, 1981). Presenting a new proposal for the phylogeny of
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the Oligochaeta, he considers that the arrangement of the contemporary families associated with the aquatic environment is mainly a reflection of their evolution. In his opinion the Oligochaeta differentiated from the Polychaeta in the second half of the Paleozoic era, probably in the Carboniferous (280-345 million years ago) in the southern hemisphere, where a large number of bogs, colonized by ancestors of the Oligochaeta, were present under the conditions of a warm and wet subtropical climate. During the Permian and Triassic (190-280 million years ago), when the distribution of the primary Oligochaeta had a cosmopolitan character, a division into two evolutionary lines, freshwater and terrestrial, became evident. At the end of the Triassic and during the Jurassic (135-190 million years ago), according to A. L. Wegener's theory of continental drift, Pangea broke up and the continents commenced drifting, which led to the division of the primitive Oligochaeta into various groups. Their evolution in the direction of the formation of the different families began to proceed on new continents under different climatic conditions. In the Paleozoic era, probably during the Permian (225-280 million years ago), in Pangea the ancestors of the contemporary Tubificida originated in the surface waters; the ancestors of the Lumbricomorpha and the family Haplotaxidae originated in the ground waters, and the ancestors of the contemporary Lumbricina originated in the soil environment. After the breakup of Pangea and the climatic changes on the territory of Gondwana the families Opistocystidae and Phreodrilidae came into being in the surface waters, while the family Moniligastridae arose
in the soil environment. The remaining families of the aquatic Oligochaeta came into being in Laurasia, mainly in the surface waters under conditions of a moderate and cool climate (Table). The Aelosomatidae became differentiated independently of the ancestors of the Oligochaeta directly from the Polychaeta during the Devonian (345–395 million years ago) or Carboniferous, and their evolution towards the differentiation of the Potamodrilidae in the northern hemisphere proceeded in parallel to the evolutionary lines of the Oligochaeta. In his consideration of the geographical distribution of the Mega-drilli on different continents Omodeo (1963) also considers that the division into the different families, caused by the continental drift, occurred no later than 100–200 million years ago. This is corroborated, inter alia, by studies on fossil soils. The formation of soils with a mull-type humus, which results, inter alia, from the activity of earthworms, is generally dated to about 100–110 million years ago (Wilcke, 1955, 1960). On the other hand, Černosvitov (1935) and Sims (1980) date the origin of the soil Oligochaeta to the Paleozoic era. The marked similarity in the distribution of the species and genera of the family Enchytraeidae, occurring between the Palearctic and the eastern regions of the Nearctic, can also be explained by continental drift (Nurminen, 1973).

Among all of the Oligochaeta, in Timm's (1981) opinion, only the Aelosomatidae and Tubificidae are paleolimnetric groups as defined by Martinson (1958a, 1958b, 1967) and Starobogatova (1970), characterized by a very wide geographical distribution and occurring in habitats with large temperature fluctuations
and varying oxygen content. In contrast, the families Haplotaxidae, Lumbriculidae, Dorydrilidae and Lycodrilidae, which live in cold and well oxygenated waters, are mesolimnetic (= neolimnetic) groups, which colonized freshwaters at the beginning of the mesozoic era. In addition to the transition from the marine environment to inland waters, which led to a concentration of the reproductive organs in a few segments of the body, the evolution of the Oligochaeta was also greatly influenced by the occurrence of cold climatic periods during the Permian, when the first differentiation of the primitive Oligochaeta into groups occurred, and also during the Pleistocene. These periods led to the formation in the Oligochaeta, inter alia, of specific features associated with the biology of sexual reproduction, which generally occurs in the aquatic Oligochaeta during seasons with low temperatures (Timm, 1972). The oligochaete families which are associated with an aquatic environment presently live predominantly in regions with a cool or temperate climate and not in regions with a tropical climate. According to Timm (1981) such a distribution is the result of the evolution and differentiation of the families in conditions of a cool climate. The high temperature of tropical inland waters, where the only endemic family is the Alluroididae, precludes the propagation of many species of Oligochaeta that reproduce sexually. As compared to many other groups of invertebrates, the species diversity of the fauna of aquatic Oligochaeta is distinctly smaller in the tropics (Timm, 1972). The influence of the Pleistocene climatic changes on the evolution and distribution of the Oligochaeta
has become fairly well understood only in the case of the family Lumbriculidae, which, according to Izosimov (1960, 1962), is the most primitive family among all the Oligochaeta. In the Tertiary the Lumbriculidae lived mainly in cold waters in the area from the Alps to Japan. Climatic changes during the Pleistocene led to the disruption of its extensive distribution range and to the formation of three separate centers of its subsequent speciation: the European, Baikal and East-Asiatic (Mazepova, 1975). In the Baikal center, where the processes of speciation occurred especially intensively, about 50% of the entire world fauna of Lumbriculidae is presently found.

In summarizing the above-mentioned comments it may be stated that a considerable divergence of opinion exists on the subject of the origin and evolution of the Oligochaeta. This is in large part due to the small amount of direct evidence and the varying interpretation of the postulated hypotheses. Despite considerable persuasive evidence of significance to determining the origin of the Oligochaeta, this problem has still not been adequately elucidated. This applies particularly to the phylogenetic relationships existing between the Polychaeta and the Oligochaeta and also the Archiannelida, which includes groups of obscure systematic affinity within the Annelida. One of the reasons, in addition to the poor knowledge of many groups of primitive Annelida, is the inadequate knowledge of the structure of many organs of these animals and of their organogenesis. This is especially evident in the case of the organs included in the nervous and
reproductive systems of various Annelida, associated with the locomotory and reproductive function of the coelom. In the Annelida, as the first Coelomata, there appeared the first specialized central cerebral ganglia, which resulted from the locomotion of most of these animals with the head section anteriorly. The brain of some Polychaeta attains a high degree of differentiation, resembling the development of the brain of some of the Arthropoda and Mollusca. In the more developmentally advanced Polychaeta one may even differentiate a forebrain, midbrain and hindbrain, although these parts are not unequivocally homologous in representatives of different families (Sembrat, 1981). In general, however, many Polychaeta, Oligochaeta and Hirudinea have very simply structured cerebral ganglia. We have only a very superficial knowledge of the structure of the nervous system in most of the species included in the Archiannelida, which are considered by Hermans (1969) as a distinct order within the Polychaeta. Therefore one cannot seek any homology between organs in the nervous system of these animals and the nervous system of larvae of the Polychaeta, other Polychaeta or Platyhelminthes, which search is decidedly premature (Kotikova, 1973). Indispensable for this purpose are further studies, which might lead to new solutions.

I myself consider that the Oligochaeta should be derived together with the contemporary Polychaeta from common ancestors, whose subsequent evolution proceeded in different directions. These animals were characterized by an undifferentiated coelom, a dispersed formation of the reproductive cells and a development without a larval stage. The contemporary Oligochaeta
comprise a whole composed of genetically similar but ecologically different elements, whose history, distribution pathways and intensity of speciation were very different. Of decisive significance in the origin of the Oligochaeta and their progressive evolution was the differentiation of organs, depending on a division of functions and a splitting of the whole into different parts. This was manifested by the appearance of many functional adaptations which arose by way of a reconstruction of the differentiated and normally functioning organs in connection with changes in the activity of the whole organism, which led to the appearance of completely new adaptations (Szmalhauzen, 1975). In the case of the Annelida, and inter alia the Oligochaeta, this concerns mainly the evolution of the coelom, and especially the parts of that organ which took on the reproductive functions. Among the many organs of these animals, the reproductive system in particular displays a very diverse degree of differentiation. In the primitive Annelida, in which isolated gonads are absent, there generally occurs a dispersed formation of reproductive cells, which may be formed over the whole course of the ontogeny or a long period of the latter and which are expelled through a rupture of the body. The progressive evolution of the Oligochaeta in this case consisted of the formation of isolated gonads and gonoducts, which Goodrich (1946) has already identified as coelomoducts, and the development of oligomerization processes, as understood by Dogel (1954), associated with the morphological and physiological concentration of the organs and functions. The embryonic development, which is a modification of the spiral method
of division occurring in the Polychaeta, was supplemented by the
development of large eggs, abundantly supplied with yolk, or by
development within the egg cocoon (Anderson, 1971). The change
in the type of development exerted a considerable influence on the
processes of organogenesis of the Oligochaeta, especially on the change in the initial stages of development of the cephalic organs, which is expressed by a reduction of the cephalic organs at the end of the body in adult individuals (palps and tentacles, eyes, partial reduction of brain). I consider that many of the similarities occurring between different groups of the Annelida result from the derivation of the classes now living from common ancestors, and also from secondary adaptations. Among the contemporary Annelida this concerns particularly the similarities of many anatomical features of the representatives of the family Questidae to the Oligochaeta (Giere and Riser, 1981), and of the Aelosomatidae to the Polychaeta (Brinkhurst, 1971).

Certain problems concerning the phylogenetic relationships between different groups of the Annelida may also be elucidated by studies of the structure and ultrastructure of reproductive cells on the submicroscopic level. This is indicated, for example, by studies on the male reproductive cells of some of the Annelida. The Oligochaeta and Hirudinea have a basically similar structure of the spermatozoa (Garavaglia et al., 1974), while in the primitive Polychaeta (Archiannelida) are found both comparatively simple (P. polygordius Schneider) as well as highly modified types of male reproductive cells (Dinophilus Schmidt) (Franzen, 1956, 1975a, 1975b). According
to Franzen (1977) the structure of the male reproductive cells of the Archiannelida indicates that this is a very heterogeneous group with a polyphyletic origin and various evolutionary pathways and directions of specialization of the reproductive cells. This undermines Jägersten's (1947) earlier assertion that the Archiannelida comprise a homogeneous group.

It should also be emphasized that any interpretation of the evolution and origin of the different families or groups of the Oligochaeta that is based on zoogeographical data is rendered quite difficult because of the considerable role played by anthropogenic factors in the distribution of these animals and because of the scanty knowledge of the methods of migration along sea-coasts and river shore-lines. Gates (1966) regarded that considerable parts of the range of the European Lumbricidae in North America were the result of the introduction of these animals, carried out by settlers on many occasions over the last 200-250 years, and not of the existence of a transatlantic bridge, as Omodeo (1963) believed. Since it is rather improbable that introduced species of the Lumbricidae would have completely displaced the autochthonous earthworm fauna in so short a time, in the opinion of Omodeo (1963) many of the "European" species of Lumbricidae belong to the old fauna of the North American continent. Some European species, however, were spread by settlers more than 200 years ago in isolated regions in Central and South America (Omodeo, 1963). One cannot exclude the possibility that a large role in the distribution of the Lumbricidae was played by the Tertiary connection of the continents in the location of the present Bering Strait, which is very probable in the case of the
family Enchytraeidae (Nurminen, 1973). This question, however, has not yet been adequately elucidated, inter alia because of the scanty knowledge of the Lumbricidae and Enchytraeidae fauna of the northern and north-eastern regions of Siberia and Alaska.

Summary

The author presents the development of conceptions concerning the origins and main directions in evolution of Oligochaeta. The stress is laid upon the divergences between various hypotheses particularly significant when phylogenetic relations as between Polychaeta and Oligochaeta — and Archiannelida are concerned. Poor knowledge of many groups of primitive Annelida as well as insufficiently known structure of many organs of these animals and their organogenesis are main causes of differences in views of researchers. Nervous and reproductive systems of various Annelida are of special interest here as being connected with locomotoric and reproductive functions of posterior body cavity.

According to the author's own opinion Oligochaeta are to be derived together with modern Polychaeta from common ancestors whose further evolution proceeded differently. Undifferentiated posterior body cavity, interspersed formation of reproductive cells, reproduction without larvas are characteristic features of these animals. Modern Oligochaeta from a whole composed of genetically similar and ecologically different elements with diverse history, ways of expansion and intensity of speciation. In Oligochaeta the origin and progressive evolution, the differentiation of organs consisting in the division of functions between various body segments is of particular significance. It is evident in the occurrence of several functional adaptations appearing in result of reconstruction of differentiated and normally functioning organs in connection with the changes in the whole organism activity requiring quite new adaptations. In the case of Annelida, including Oligochaeta, this concerns primarily the evolution of the posterior body cavity — especially those parts of this organ that took over the reproductive functions. The progressive evolution of the reproductive system in Oligochaeta consisted in the formation of isolated gonads and gonoducts, in the development of oligomerization processes connected with morphological and physiological concentration of organs and functions as well as in the completion of embryonal development with the formation of big yolk eggs, the development in egg cocoons coincidently preserving various types of asexual reproduction. This evolutionary trend resulted in the appearance of hermaphroditic amphimictic animals with much diversified patterns of reproduction.

The author is the opinion that a number of similarities in various groups of Annelida is an effect of the origin of recent groups from common ancestors and secondary adaptations. It seems also possible to elucidate several phylogenetic problems connected with various groups of Annelida by means of studies on structure and ultrastructure of reproductive cells on submicroscopic level. More complicated is, however, an interpretation of the evolution and origin of various Oligochaeta groups based on zoogeographical data. It is due to the marked share of anthropogenic factors in the expansion of these animals and poorly known migration patterns.
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* The Polish transliteration of this Russian name is given in parentheses. This reference is to a Polish translation and edition of Beklemishev's book.

** Here and subsequently the Russian references have been retransliterated according to the British-American Standard system.
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